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Wideman, developed a case study of a construction project which highlight the custom woodworking company â€“
Woody project [Online].

This forces each subcontractor to focus on quality early in the project and maintain that focus throughout. Site
mobilization plan We would expand in the development of the preliminary site mobilization plan to include a
complete analysis of the affects of the proposed construction on existing production requirements.
Additionally, press releases should be developed to inform existing clients and future business the status of the
project; producing a positive spin on the expansion of the facility. Submittal Log: Tracks all submittals by
trade contractors requiring approval by the architect and engineers. Develop a strategic plan with key staff for
the growth f the company and a clear vision path for expansion of the facility. Review and approval
procedures for the various specifications and drawings were not taken, because of which there was a delay in
getting the approval. Pending C. A stand alone accounting system and procedure would be established with its
own chart of accounts, actual to projection disbursements and management of the contingency fund. Daily
Logs â€” Human resource and material delivers will be monitored on a daily basis. Securing permits â€” We
would mitigate this potential delay by prompt follow up with the regulatory agencies. Confirm Procurement
Agreements â€” Design Services a. The roofing system will match the existing three ply built up roof and an
additional top coat will be installed on the entire building to eliminate the potential for water intrusion. Vendor
commitments and expenditures, sorted in various level of detail, can be monitored in several reports. Confirm
coordination of the budget with the program to insure sufficient funds are set aside and that the sequencing of
work is in line with projected cash flow. Is the dramaturgical analogy a good one? Manage procurement of
conceptual estimates of construction costs. Overall project schedule We would need to develop a concise
overall project completion schedule with defined critical paths and subsequent related tasks. Procurement and
Labor: The procurement cycle begins as purchase orders, subcontracts and change orders are committed, then
immediately documented and simultaneously recorded in the cost system. Additionally, the evaluation can
reveal early signs of weakness, which can be supported to ensure a quality performance. Easley Associates to
conduct a post project appraisal. Quality 8 IX. Mock-ups, to be reviewed by Owner and design team.
Leadbetter when appointed to take care of the project lacked the knowledge which would have made him an
indispensable part of the project. Project goals are to be established and documented so each team member
understands our common objectives. These requests receive immediate attention and are invaluable in aiding
the team members to anticipate conflicts before they become problems. A risk log will be prepared as
described by Wysocki p. All meetings will have very detailed meeting minutes to include new and old
business, pending issues and accountability milestones. Kremer, Mark. Project goals are to be established and
documented so each team member understands the common objectives. Coca Cola company Case study.
Evaluate and comment on applications for payment c. Value Engineering: The key to value engineering is
continual review of the design documents through attendance at periodic team meetings and detailed estimates
at milestone stages of design. Track progress of permit status. Pricing: It is necessary to obtain prices from a
minimum of three pre-qualified bidders for each category of work on the project. Confirm the long range
facility strategies and the necessary sales and marketing strategies needed to keep the new production train
generative for its proper production to payback ratio. We emphasize quality from a solely product-oriented
quality control program to a customer-oriented total quality process. Continuous updates to projected source
of fund sales contracts. Conceptual Pricing: We have developed an in-house cost coding system to expand into
more detailed pricing as the design progresses. Review Site Due Diligence d. The field staff will review safety
guidelines for proper rigging and also will receive instruction on Material Data Safety Sheets. Financial plan
and accountability guidelines A complete coordination of all invoicing, pay requests and owner generated
purchase orders. Design Package Log: Tracks drawings, specifications and key dates as needed. The
contingency or slack will be monitored closely. Periodic inspections must be conducted to ensure that all items
are in conformance, or that non-conforming items are corrected. Securing permits â€” We must ensure that
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there is an expedient process for securing the permits and we must take into account possible changes required
by regulatory agencies.


